Binaural masking release in symmetric listening conditions with spectro-temporally modulated maskers.
Speech reception thresholds (SRTs) decrease as target and maskers are spatially separated (spatial release from masking, SRM). The current study systematically assessed how SRTs and SRM for a frontal target in a spatially symmetric masker configuration depend on spectro-temporal masker properties, the availability of short-time interaural level difference (ILD) and interaural time difference (ITD), and informational masking. Maskers ranged from stationary noise to single, interfering talkers and were modified by head-related transfer functions to provide: (i) different binaural cues (ILD, ITD, or both) and (ii) independent maskers in each ear ("infinite ILD"). Additionally, a condition was tested in which only information from short-time spectro-temporal segments of the ear with a favorable signal-to-noise ratio (better-ear glimpses) was presented. For noise-based maskers, ILD, ITD, and spectral changes related to masker location contributed similarly to SRM, while ILD cues played a larger role if temporal modulation was introduced. For speech maskers, glimpsing and perceived location contributed roughly equally and ITD contributed less. The "infinite ILD" condition might suggest better-ear glimpsing limitations resulting in a maximal SRM of 12 dB for maskers with low or absent informational masking. Comparison to binaural model predictions highlighted the importance of short-time processing and helped to clarify the contribution of the different binaural cues and mechanisms.